How organisms code information that allows them to recognize one place in space as distinct from another has been studied neuroanatomically, neurophysiologically, and behaviorally in animals. Neurophysiological studies with rats show that cells in CA1 and CA3 regions of the hippocampus respond selectively to the place occupied by a rat, with one place being discriminable from another by its unique configuration of surrounding, local cues (e.g., Muller, Kubie, Bostock, Taube, & Quirk, 1991; O'Keefe, 1979; O'Keefe & Speakman, 1987) . A place cells' sensitivity to cue configurations is indicated by its diminished response following a change in the relative location of the cues but by little change in its response rate if one cue is removed from the configuration, as long as the spatial relations among the remaining cues are preserved (O'Keefe, 1979; O'Keefe & Conway, 1978) . Findings showing that hippocampal lesions severely disrupt a rat's ability to learn the place occupied by the goal but leave intact its ability to learn an egocentrically defined route to the goal provide behavioral evidence for the role of the hippocampus in cognitive mapping (e.g., O'Keefe &Nadel, 1978) .
Place learning has been studied behaviorally in human adults on a more limited scale than it has in animals, in part, because it is difficult to control and manipulate large-scale visual environments. Studies that focus on how people cognitively represent configurations of visual cues that can M. Jeanne Sholl and Tina L. Nolin, Department of Psychology, Boston College. Tina L. Nolin is now at Research Data in Brighton, Massachusetts.
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Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to M. Jeanne Sholl, Department of Psychology, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167. Electronic mail may be sent via Internet to sholl@bc.edu. be seen from a single location qualify as place-learning studies, even though they are not usually referred to as such. In a typical experiment of this type, people learn the spatial layout of arrays that either surround them or are displayed entirely in their forward field of view, and then the properties of the stored representation are tested chronometrically. One property of the spatial representation that has been extensively studied and that is the focus of this article is its orientation specificity.
Orientation Specificity of Human
Place Representations
Behavioral studies indicate that both orientation-free and orientation-specific representations of place are formed by human adults, with orientation-free representations operationally defined as representations that are easily retrieved from any ground-level perspective, and with orientation-specific representations defined as those best retrieved from the orientation in which they were learned. If an orientationspecific representation is accessed from an orientation different from the person's orientation at learning, there is a cost to the speed, accuracy, or both, of orienting responses directed to the cues comprising the array. The findings of orientation-specific and orientation-free representations of place in humans are consistent with animal studies showing direction-selective and direction-free place cells in the hippocampus (e.g., Leonard, McNaughton, Barnes, & Marquis, 1990; Muller etaL, 1991) .
An important issue in place learning, with implications for the complexity of the computations executed by the visual system when encoding place information, is whether multiple views or a single view of a test space are needed to create an orientation-free representation of place (e.g., Zipser, 1982) . In a single-view model, an environmentcentered or orientation-free representation is computed from a single view of a place. In contrast, multiple-view models propose that a single view produces an orientation-specific representation and that multiple orientation-specific representations of place either function as if they were orientation free (e.g., Roskos-Ewoldsen, McNamara, Shelton, & Cair, in press; Shelton & McNamara, 1997; Zipser, 1982) or together create an orientation-free representation at a higher level of a hierarchically organized representational system.
The type of representation formed from a single view has been tested directly by Presson and Hazelrigg (1984) who used as a test space a 4-point path spanning approximately 144 ft 2 (13.40 m 2 ) on the ground. They operationalized a single view of a test space as the field of view from a stationary body position, but with the head and eyes free to move. Knowledge of path layout was then tested under blindfold from a new perspective either aligned or 180° out of alignment with the study perspective. Orienting responses to the test space were equally accurate in the aligned and contra-aligned conditions, suggesting that an orientationfree representation of place had been formed.
In a follow-up study, Presson, DeLange, and Hazelrigg (1989) found that the array's size was an important determinant of orientation specificity: Small paths, subtending around 4 ft 2 (0.37 m 2 ) produced alignment effects; whereas, large paths, around 144 ft 2 (13.69 m 2 ) did not. These results, together with others' findings of alignment effects for 50 cm X 50 cm maps (Levine, Jankovic, & Palij, 1982; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) , suggest that there is a minimum size requirement for orientation-free encoding and that spatial arrays below the minimum size are encoded in an orientationspecific format.
The absence of alignment effects for large spatial arrays encoded from a single viewpoint provides important behavioral evidence supportive of a single-view model of place learning and suggests that the visual system computes an orientation-invariant description of place from viewpointspecific input. If the single-view model is correct, orientationinvariant encoding should be observed whenever a place is encoded from a single facing direction; however, findings reported by Rieser (1989, Experiment 3) suggest otherwise. Although it was not its stated purpose, Rieser's study contained manipulations that tested the single-view model. At learning, participants stood at the center of a circle 8.2 ft (2.50 m) in diameter and studied an array of eight objects arranged at equal intervals on the circle's perimeter. The purpose of the study was to test the relative difficulty of retrieving self-to-object relations that differed by either a translation or a rotation from the participant's actual observation point. Specifically, people stood at the learning site, and with eyes closed (a) in the translation condition, imagined themselves at a new place (at the location of one of the objects in the array) but facing in the same direction as their actual direction, and (b) in the rotation condition, imagined themselves in the place they actually occupied but facing in a new direction.
At test, the translation trials in Rieser's (1989) experiment were analogous to the aligned trials in Presson and colleagues' (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) experiments in that in both cases, the body's alignment at learning and at test was the same. Likewise, the rotation trials in Rieser's study were analogous to Presson's contraaligned trials in that the body's alignment at learning and at test was different. Contrary to the Presson et al.'s (1989) findings that contra-aligned and aligned trials produced equivalent performance, Rieser reported that rotation trials were more difficult than translation trials. Moreover, in the rotation condition there was a linear relation between pointing latency and the angular disparity between facing directions at retrieval and study. The linear function suggested that participants either rotated themselves or the array to bring their orientation with respect to the array at learning into alignment with their orientation with respect to the array at test, providing strong evidence for orientation-specific coding of array layout.
Presson and colleagues' (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984 ) and Rieser's (1989) studies differed on a number of study and test variables, any one or more of which could have accounted for their different outcomes. In the present study, we decided to replicate Presson's procedure at study and to manipulate conditions at test (a) to contrast the retrieval conditions differentiating the Presson and Rieser experiments and (b) to isolate whether retrieval processes can account for the presence or absence of alignment effects. The primary procedural difference at test between the two studies was that in Rieser's experiment, participants remained in the same position at both study and test; whereas, in Presson and colleagues' experiment, participants moved from their position at study to a new position on the path at test. Sholl's (Easton & Sholl, 1995; Sholl, 1995) functional model of spatial retrieval is used to explore the possible implications of this difference in procedure.
Model of Spatial Retrieval
Similar to earlier distinctions between allocentric and egocentric modes of coding spatial relations (e.g., Paillard, 1991) , in Sholl's (Easton & Sholl, 1995; Sholl, 1995) model of spatial retrieval, separate subsystems code object-toobject relations in environment-centered coordinates and self-to-object relations in body-centered coordinates. As illustrated in Figure 1A , the object-to-object system functions as if it codes metric interrelations vectorially. The vector space can be thought of as a network of nodes, each representing a different landmark, interconnected by vectors that preserve in memory the distance and spatial angle separating the landmarks in physical space. Interlandmark distance is coded by the length of the vector connecting two landmarks; however, because the vector space has no global coordinate system, interlandmark direction is underdetermined. As illustrated in Figure 1 , interlandmark direction is specified locally in terms of the angles that separate each landmark from its neighboring landmarks (e.g., the direction of Landmark 1 relative to Landmarks 2 and 4 is specified by angle 8 412 ). Although the model assumes environmentcentered or orientation-free coding of object-to-object relations in memory, at this time it makes no assumption about how the vector space is formed. Orientation-free coding of interobject relations could be constructed from either a single view or from multiple viewpoint-specific inputs.
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Object-to-Object Vector Space Self-Reference System Superposed on Object-to-Object Vector Space Figure 1 . (A) Schematic illustration of an object-to-object vector space of a path, typical of the 4-point paths used in these experiments. The length of each vector (e.g., d XJ ») codes interobject distance, and direction is coded by the spatial angle formed by a pair of vectors connecting one object to two others (e.g., 9 xyz ). Interior vectors connecting Points 1 and 3 and Points 2 and 4 are eliminated to reduce clutter. (B) A body-centered coordinate system is superposed on the vector space, permitting the retrieval of directional information in self-to-object polar coordinates (e.g., Ojy).
The self-to-object system is a three-dimensional coordinate system composed of the right-left, front-back, updown body axes. Following Paillard (1991) , the coordinate system operates both at a peripheral, or sensorimotor level, and at a central, or representational level. At a peripheral level, the self-reference system provides a local framework against which all spatially directed motor activity is organized. It functions as if position vectors connect it to each of the objects in the visual field, so that the endpoint of any goal-directed motor activity is specified in body-centered polar coordinates. As the body moves along a travel trajectory, self-to-object relations are continually updated at the sensorimotor or perceptual level. This updating appears to occur effortlessly, even in the absence of visual information (Rieser, 1989) .
At a representational level, the self-reference system operates to retrieve spatial information from long-term memory. As shown in Figure IB , when superposed on the vector space, the self-reference system retrieves object-toobject relations in polar coordinates.
1 As illustrated, 0 f4 specifies the direction of Landmark 4 relative to the body, when the body is positioned at Landmark 1. The retrieval of object-to-object information in self-to-object coordinates is supported by behavioral evidence showing that the accessibility of landmark information varies systematically with the imagined or actual orientation of the body in the test space. Directional information about nonvisible landmarks anterior to the right-left body axis is more accessible than for posterior landmarks, both at representational and at sensorimotor levels (Easton & Sholl, 1995; Sholl, 1987) .
Drawing from animal models of navigation (e.g., Gallistel, 1993; O'Keefe, 1991; O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978) , it is assumed that an important function of the self-reference system at the representational level is to track the person's trajectory in space by using kinesthetic cues to plot internally the trajectory's course in the vector space, with periodic visual verification to make course corrections, if necessary.
2 At any moment in time, the position and heading of the self-reference system in the vector space generates a set of expectations about current and anticipated self-toobject relations. It is important to note that the heading of the self-reference system temporarily fixes the orientation of the vector space, so that forward in the vector space is aligned with the front pole of the front-back reference axis. Each time the self-reference system changes its heading within the vector space, the orientation of the vector space changes accordingly.
For humans navigating in a known environment, self-toobject relations are concurrently updated at both sensorimotor and representational levels; however, in a new space for which no object-to-object vector space has yet been formed, self-to-object relations are updated only at the sensorimotor or perceptual level. When the person imagines him-or herself in a known environment at an observation point different from the one actually occupied, the representational self-reference system detaches from the sensorimotor self-reference system and moves to the new location in the vector space (see also O'Keefe, 1993) . If the facing direction at the imagined observation point is different from the person's actual facing direction, then forward in the vector space will differ from forward in the environment.
Implications of the Model for Testing
Orientation Specificity
If this model of spatial retrieval is correct, it is important to disengage the self-reference system's sensorimotor dialog with the test space before testing for orientation specificity. For one thing, when the self-reference system is engaged at a sensorimotor level, it fixes the orientation of the vector space at the representational level. The person would then function as if his or her cognitive map of the test space were orientation specific, even if it were orientation free. Alternatively, when a person is perceptually oriented to the test space, self-to-object relations may be retrieved at a sensorimotor level rather than at a representational level. Rieser's (1989) paradigm is susceptible to the former problem, and Presson's (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) paradigm is susceptible to the latter. Each problem is considered in turn.
In the Rieser (1989) study, participants did not physically move between study and test, so at test their orientation with respect to the test space was the same as during learning. At test, participants had just completed a series of visually guided orienting responses toward surrounding targets, so even though their eyes were momentarily closed, their self-reference systems were perceptually engaged with the environment. As described above, when the self-reference system is engaged in a sensorimotor dialog with the surrounding environment, it fixes the orientation of the vector space at a representational level, so that forward in the environment corresponds to forward in the cognitive map. For people to imagine themselves facing in a direction other than their actual facing direction, the representational self-reference system must disengage from the sensorimotor system. Rieser's findings suggest that under his testing conditions, disengagement required rotating a representation of the body axes from the actual facing direction into alignment with the imagined facing direction, at a cost to both the speed and the accuracy of orienting responses.
There are a number of reasons to suppose that disengagement of the representational self-reference system may be difficult when the sensorimotor system is perceptually engaged. A few of the more obvious possibilities include interference generated between two different sets of self-toobject relations, one activated by top-down and the other by bottom-up processes, and interference at the responseexecution stage of processing that is due to a misalignment between the represented and the actual body axes (e.g., Cunningham, 1989; Nemire & Bridgeman, 1987) . If this reasoning is generally correct, participants in Rieser's (1989) study may have encoded an orientation-free representation of the test space in memory, but because its orientation was temporarily fixed by a perceptually engaged self-reference system, the vector space functioned as if it were orientation specific.
In contrast to Rieser's (1989) paradigm in which people remained stationary between learning and test, Presson and colleagues (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) passively moved blindfolded participants along a circuitous route from their observation point at study to a new observation point at test. Because vestibular cues alone do not appear to provide sufficient information for human adults to compute movement trajectories extended in space and time, in principle, passive navigation should disorient a person after two or three turns (Sholl, 1989) . According to the present theoretical framework, because the internal cues for computing movement trajectories are impoverished under passive transport, the self-reference system is prevented from internally tracking the movement trajectory, causing it to disengage from its sensorimotor dialogue with external space. A disengaged representational self-reference system would then be free to assume any orientation with respect to an orientation-free vector space, so if the vector space were orientation-free it should be detectable with Presson and colleagues 1 paradigm.
Although on the surface Presson and colleagues' (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) procedure appears the more valid measure of orientation specificity (which is not unexpected because Rieser's, 1989, procedure was not designed to measure it), there are reasons to be cautious. Presson and colleagues did not report the complexity of the trajectory along which people were passively transported. If it was not complex enough to be disorienting, people could have responded on the basis of perceptually updated self-to-object relations instead of by accessing spatial relations at a representational level. Even if the path was complex enough to confuse the vestibular system, people could have updated self-to-object relations on the basis of auditory cues. Another possibility is that the self-reference system remained oriented long enough for the test space to have been experienced cognitively from multiple orientations. If so, an orientation-free representation may have been computed from multiple virtual viewpoints (e.g., Vetter & Poggio, 1994) .
Given the possible problems inherent in inferring the orientation specificity of the cognitive vector space if the test site either is the same as the learning site, as in Rieser's (1989) procedure, or is located on the path, as in Presson's (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) procedure, a third testing condition was added in this study. In this condition, people's knowledge of the path was tested in a site remote from the path. In most of the experiments reported here, people in the remote-site condition were tested in a room adjacent to the test space. After viewing the path, people were wheeled directly out of the room and then along a circuitous route in the hallway to the room next door. In the remote-site condition, people were neither perceptually oriented to the path nor did they have an opportunity to experience the path from multiple perspectives. In addition, in the remote-site condition, retrieval must occur at the representational level.
The remote-site condition was compared with a learningsite and a path-site condition. The learning-site condition replicated Rieser's (1989) retrieval condition, in which participant's stood precisely in the same position at both learning and test. The path-site condition replicated retrieval conditions in the Presson and colleagues' (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) paradigm by passively and circuitously transporting participants from the learning site to the actual position and heading on the path from which they were to make a pointing response.
Predictions and a Preview of the Results
By manipulating the conditions at test while holding encoding variables constant, we expected to replicate Rieser's (1989) and Presson and colleagues' findings (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) -an alignment effect in the learning-site condition and no alignment effect in the path-site condition-thereby showing that conditions at retrieval should account for the discrepancy in the findings. As summarized in Table 1 , the results in the remote-site condition would determine how the findings in the other two conditions would be interpreted. As illustrated in the singleview column of Table 1 , no alignment effect in the remotesite condition would be consistent with Presson and colleagues' findings of no alignment effects with on-path testing and would provide additional support for their hypothesis that an orientation-free representation of place is formed from a single view. If this outcome were to be observed, an alignment effect in the learning-site condition would likely be attributable to a perceptually engaged self-reference system that temporarily fixed the orientation of an orientation-free representation of space. As illustrated in the multiple-view column of Table 1 , an alignment effect in the remote-site condition would suggest the formation of an orientation-specific representation of place, and that for some reason, on-path testing concealed this fact. In the event of this outcome, which would support a multiple-view model of orientation invariance, the finding of an alignment effect in the learning-site condition would be consistent with retrieval from an orientation-specific representation of place. However, it would not rule out the possibility that perceptual orientation to the test space fixes the orientation of an orientation-free representation formed from multiple views.
To preview the results, in Experiment 1 we found alignment effects in all three test-site conditions, failing to replicate Presson and colleagues' (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) finding that a single view of a test space produces no alignment effect with on-path testing. In Experiments 2 and 3, we showed that the vertical viewing angle, independently of path size, is an important determinant of whether alignment effects are obtained in the on-path condition. Finally in Experiment 4, we replicated Presson and colleagues' finding of no alignment effect in the on-path condition, and it together with the other test-site conditions produced the pattern of results shown in the multiple-view column of Table 1 , thus providing support for the multipleview model of orientation invariance. Using a different experimental procedure and more naturalistic spatial array of objects in Experiment 5, we replicated and extended the finding that a single view of a place produces an alignment effect when testing occurs at a site remote from the test space.
Experiment 1
Method
Note. A plus sign (+) indicates the presence of an alignment effect, and a minus sign (-) indicates no alignment effect.
Participants. Twenty-four Boston College undergraduates participated in this experiment in partial fulfillment of a research participation requirement in an introductory psychology course.
Apparatus. The experimental procedures were controlled online by an Apple He microcomputer with a 6502 Microprocessor. Timing sequences were controlled by a Mountain Computer clock, and pointing responses were made by using an Apple II joystick. The joystick's self-centering mechanism was disengaged so it could move freely in all directions. Computer voice activation was controlled by an Applied Engineering Thasor speech synthesizer.
Voice output was through a Minumus-7, Realistic 40-watt speaker with OHMS input.
Stimulus materials. Eight of the 4-point paths used in this experiment are shown in Presson et al.'s (1989) equal to 10 ft (3.05 m)-the longest segment length they reported using-and we assigned the length of the other segments proportionally. The paths were grouped into three sets: Paths 1 to 4 (with 90°t urning angles) composed Set 1; Paths 5 to 8 (with 45° and 135°t urning angles) composed Set 2; and Paths 9 to 12 were designed similarly to the other paths (with two parallel segments and turning angles of 20° and 160°) to form Set 3. All paths were constructed by threading black yarn through four color-coded suction-cup hooks at each point on the path. A numbered cardboard circle, 4.25 in. (10.80 cm) in diameter, was placed next to each suction-cup on the outside of the path, thereby identifying each point on the path by number. All paths were viewed from a learning site that roughly bisected the middle segment of each path and allowed the paths to be seen in their entirety in participants' forward field of view.
Design and procedure. All participants were tested individually under blindfold. Participants were told that they would be expected to commit to memory the location and interrelations of numbered points on paths laid out on the floor. Before entering the testing room, each blindfolded participant learned how to use the joystick to make pointing responses by completing a set of practice trials. The practice trials were similar to the experimental trials, except that in the practice trials, participants imagined themselves standing at the center of a large clock face on the ground, facing toward 12, and pointed in the direction of clock numerals. Moreover, each test-site condition was introduced with two practice trials that tested their knowledge of a studied practice path.
Each trial began with our centering the joystick within its coordinate system. A graphic pointer moved on the CRT screen in synchrony with the joystick. Joystick centering was visually guided and entailed placing die pointer over a visual target at the center of the CRT screen. An auditory beep confirmed that the joystick was centered, and we then placed the joystick in the hand of the blindfolded participant so that she or he was holding the base with the nonpreferred hand and the joystick lightly between the thumb and the forefinger of the preferred hand. The participant then initiated the trial by pressing a control button on the base of the joystick with the nonpreferred hand. Pressing the button activated the voice subroutine that then told participants their location, heading, and the target location toward which to point. The clock started at the offset of the target name and stopped when the joystick moved a radius of 120 units within its coordinate system (almost to the end of its physical range of movement)-the origin was equal to 0, and values on the JC and v axes ranged from +127 to -127 units. To ensure that participants moved the joystick radially, we instructed them that once they began to move the joystick, they couldn't change their rnind about direction, so they should know the direction of their response before initiating movement. Participants were told to respond both as quickly and as accurately as possible. When the movement was completed, the participant handed the joystick back, and we centered the joystick for the next trial.
The pairing of the test-site and path-set conditions was counterbalanced in a 3 X 3 repeated measures Greco-Latin square design. Participants were tested twice on each path, for a total of eight trials in each test-site condition: four aligned and four contra-aligned. The paths in each test-site condition were learned by each participant in a different random order. For each path, participants were instructed to lift the blindfold and to study the path for 30 s and then to replace the blindfold. In addition, in the learning-site condition, participants were told that they would remain in place when their memory of the path was tested; in the path-site condition, they were told that they would be transported to the place on the path from which they would make a pointing response; and in the remote-site condition, they were told that they would be transported by a wheelchair to an adjacent room.
There was approximately a 30-s retention interval from the time the blindfold was replaced over the participants' eyes and the beginning of the first experimental trial. During the 30-s interval, the following events transpired: In the learning-site condition, participants stood in place; in the path-site condition, they were seated in a wheelchair and then wheeled circuitously to the test site on the path where they stood up to begin the experimental trials; and in the remote-site condition, they were seated in a wheel chair and then wheeled along a circuitous route out the room, down the hall, and then back into the room, where facing a corner of the room they stood to begin the experimental trials. (In this experiment only, remote-site participants were actually tested in the same room in which the paths were located.)
At the end of the 30-s retention interval, the joystick was centered, and participants were told to press the control button on its base to initiate the trial. In each retrieval condition, the computer said You are at location \x], location \y] is directly {in front of, behind} you, point to location (z). The speaker carrying the computer-generated speech was always placed directly in front of the participant. Following Presson and colleagues' (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) procedures, in the path-site condition, the person's actual physical location and facing direction matched the location and facing direction described by the computer. Participants pointed in the direction of the target, as they imagined it to be in relation to their imagined (in the learning-site and remote-site conditions) or actual (in the on-path condition) position in space, as quickly and as accurately as possible.
After a 30-s interval, a second trial was conducted for each path. Participants in the learning-site and remote-site conditions remained in place during the 30 s. Participants in the path-site condition were wheeled circuitously to the next test site. At the end of the second trial, participants returned to the observation point to view the next path, which had been strung in the interim by a second experimenter.
The following variables were counterbalanced across trials in each test-site condition: Alignment between orientation at learning and at test (aligned or contra-aligned), orientation with respect to the path (toward the path or away from the path), and the direction of the target relative to the test site (in front or in back). Orthogonally combining the levels of these three variables created eight conditions, with one trial for each condition. Orientation with respect to the path and direction of target relative to the test site were manipulated as control variables, and because these variables have no theoretical relevance for the current study, they were included in the analysis of variance (ANOVA) but are not reported.
Pointing error was the absolute difference between the correct pointing angle and the participant's pointing angle. We had planned to collect pointing latencies; however, because of a programming error in the clock subroutine, the counter was reinitialized to 0 after every 14.999 s of elapsed time, rendering the latencies unusable. The programming error was not discovered until after Experiment 3 was completed, and it was corrected in Experiment 4. Because alignment effects would be manifested as larger pointing errors in the contra-aligned condition than in the aligned condition, and because no speed-accuracy trade-offs have been previously reported by researchers who used this experimental paradigm, pointing errors alone should be sufficient to establish the presence or absence of alignment effects. 
Results and Discussion
Mean absolute pointing errors are shown in Figure 2 . An ANOVA revealed a main effect of alignment, F(l, 22) = 13.81, p < .001, MSE = 7,613.39, showing greater mean error in the contra-aligned trial (Af = 49.3°) than in the aligned (M = 22.2°) trial. The interaction between alignment and test condition was not significant, F(2,42) < 1.00, p = .415, MSE = 2,496.76.
The results were unexpected because Presson et al. (1989) have previously reported no alignment effect when people are tested on a path after studying it from a single viewpoint. Because the path-site condition was a replication of Presson et al., people in this condition were expected to access spatial information equally well regardless of whether their orientation at test was aligned or contra-aligned with their orientation at learning. However, contrary to expectation, the path-site condition showed an alignment effect. This unexpected finding suggests that we may have failed to duplicate the encoding conditions that produce orientationfree representations of place. If so, the finding of alignment effects in the remote-site and learning-site conditions is of little theoretical importance.
Because the path-site condition failed to replicate findings reported in two separate studies by Presson and colleagues (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) , Experiment 2 was designed to try to uncover the reason for the discrepancy. One possibility is that the paths in Experiment 1 were too small to elicit reliable orientation-free performance. Presson et al. (1989) found that the presence or absence of alignment effects was related to the size of the path. Although the paths in Experiment 1 were created to scale by using values reported by Presson et al., the actual area subtended by the paths was on average only 6 ft x 8 ft Therefore, because the paths in Experiment 1 were even smaller than those that have previously been shown to produce an unreliable outcome, we replicated the path-site and remote-site conditions in Experiment 2 with larger paths that covered an average area of 13 ft X 10 ft (3.96 m X 3.05 rn). The learning-site condition was not included in Experiment 2, but would be reintroduced once the orientation specificity of path knowledge in the path-site condition has been brought under experimental control.
Experiment 2
Method
Participants. Twelve Boston College undergraduates from the same participant pool as described in Experiment 1 took part in this experiment.
Apparatus and stimulus materials. The apparatus and stimulus materials were the same as in Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. Eight paths were constructed similar in shape to Paths 1 to 8 in Presson et al.'s (1989) Figure 1 , but with leg segments varying in length from 2 ft to 13 ft (0.61 m to 3.96 m) so that all paths covered an area around 10 ft X 13 ft (3.05 m X 3.96 m). Paths 1 to 4 formed Path Set 1, and Paths 5 to 8 formed Path Set 2.
Design and procedure. The path-site and remote-site test conditions were combined with path set to form a 2 x 2 Greco-Latin square design. In all other respects, the design and procedure were similar to those in Experiment 1, except that in this experiment, participants in the remote-site condition were actually transported to an adjacent room for testing.
Results and Discussion
Mean absolute pointing errors are shown in Figure 3 . As can be seen in the figure, there was a main effect of alignment, F(l, 10) = 10.50, p = .009, MSE = 6,792.71, with overall greater accuracy in the aligned condition (Af = 24.03°) than in the contra-aligned condition (Af = 62.57°). There was no interaction between alignment and test condition, F(l, 10) = 1.86, p = .202, MSE = 4,036.43.
The finding of an alignment effect in the path-site condition again was perplexing. Even for large paths, we failed to replicate Presson et al. (1989) . To determine the source of the failure to replicate, we carefully checked our procedure against Presson et al.'s. There was one discrepancy that we had previously overlooked, probably because on the surface it seemed an unlikely determinant of orientation specificity. In Presson et al.'s experiments, participants were typically seated throughout the experiment; whereas, in our experiment participants were standing, except when transported from the learning site to the test site. We compared the subjective experience that we had when viewing a path from either a sitting or a standing position and were surprised to find that when standing, the experience was of looking down on the path but when sitting, it was of looking out at the path. Because the two views
Path Remote
Test Site produced phenomenologically different visual experiences and because the present experimental procedure differed from Presson et al.'s on this variable, we decided to test path knowledge gained from a seated position rather than from a standing position in Experiment 3. Once the alignment effects in the path-site condition had been brought under experimental control, we would be able to return to the questions that initially motivated this study.
Experiment 3
Method
Participants. Twelve Boston College undergraduates drawn from the same participant pool as in the previous experiments took part in the present experiment.
Procedure. The procedure used in Experiment 3 was identical to that used in Experiment 2, with the following exceptions. When viewing the paths, participants sat on a chair with a seat approximately 15 in. (38.10 cm) above the floor. The chair was positioned over the learning site, as described in Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
Mean absolute pointing errors are shown in Figure 4 . There was no main effect of alignment, F(l, 10) = 1.00,p = .34, MSE = 947.87. Moreover, although the alignment effect was 9.8° when participants were tested at a remote site and 0.9° when tested at a site on the path, the Alignment X Test Site interaction was not significant, F(l, 10) = 1. Before continuing, we need to consider one finding that is at odds with our hypothesis that body posture affects alignment effects. In Presson et al.'s (1989) Experiment 1, participants stood when viewing a large path and, contrary to us, the authors found no alignment effect. However, it is likely that Presson et al. failed to find an alignment effect because, in contrast to our procedure and the procedure used in all of the other experiments reported by Presson et al., participants were guided to the path site by nonsighted walking instead of by nonsighted passive transport. Contrary to nonsighted passive transport, which appears to induce complete disorientation in people after several changes of heading (SholL 1989) , nonsighted guided walking allows fairly accurate self-to-object updating (Rieser, Guth, & Hill, 1986; Sholl, 1989) . Therefore, people may not have shown an alignment effect after walking to the test site because they knew how each step displaced the body relative to the path and, on arriving at the test site, based their pointing responses on self-to-object relations updated at a sensorimotor level, rather than on object-to-object relations retrieved at a representational level (see Rieser et al., 1986 , for a further discussion of how proprioceptive cues produced by
Path Remote
Test Site walking can substitute for visual cues in self-to-object updating). The presence of an alignment effect in Experiment 2, as well as its absence in Experiment 3, shows that path size alone does not determine orientation specificity, as was previously thought. Aside from body posture, the two experiments differed in the vertical angle of visual gaze used during encoding. As shown in Figure 5 , to view a path of constant size, people must move their eyes through a lower vertical angle of gaze when standing than when sitting. So the vertical angle of gaze during encoding covaries with body posture and may have a role to play in the orientation specificity of performance.
Although viewing the path from a seated position eliminated the alignment effect observed in Experiment 2, it also eliminated the alignment effect in the remote-site condition. However, there was a 10° difference between the aligned and the contra-aligned conditions, and before accepting the null hypothesis that these two conditions produced equivalent outcomes, we replicated them in Experiment 4.
Experiment 4
In Experiment 4, we returned to the problem originally motivating this study-the discrepancy between the Rieser (1989) and Presson (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) findings, and its implications for a singleview model of orientation invariance. In Experiment 4, we reintrodueed the learning-site condition, and the outcomes predicted for the test-site manipulation can be reviewed in Table 1 . In addition to replicating the sit condition of Experiment 3, in Experiment 4, we introduced a stand condition in which people looked out at a 4-point array raised about 5 ft (1.52 m) off the floor. In the stand condition, each array was formed by placing a numbered pole-1 in. (2.54 cm) in diameter and 5 ft (1.52 m) tall-at the location of each numbered point on the paths used in Experiment 1. The poles were not connected physically, so instead of learning four numbered points connected by string on the floor as in the sit condition, participants learned a configuration of numbered poles.
The stand condition was included to better understand the encoding conditions that produce orientation-free performance with on-path testing. In both the sit and stand condition, participants viewed the arrays from roughly a "horizontal" perspective. So if a horizontal perspective is needed to produce orientation-free performance, in Experiment 4 there should be no alignment effect in either the sit or stand condition. However, if body posture, and not horizontal perspective, is important, then the act of standing, which produced an alignment effect in Experiment 2, should also produce an alignment effect in Experiment 4.
Method
Participants. Thirty-six Boston College undergraduates from introductory psychology and statistics classes participated in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a research participation requirement.
Procedure. The procedure was largely the same as that used in Experiment 1, with the following exceptions: (a) path size was adjusted, as described in Experiment 2, to subtend a 144 ft 2 (13.40 m 2 ) area; (b) body posture (sit vs. stand) was manipulated between subjects while holding horizontal perspective roughly constant; and (c) participants wore earphones attached to a wireless FM receiver, tuned to a wireless FM transmitter that picked up ambient sound in the environment. The auditory system masked the source of ambient auditory cues in the environment (see Rieser et al., 1986) . The design was mixed, with two between-subjects variables (test-site order: path-learning-remote, remote-path-learning, or learning-remote-path; body posture: sit or stand) and two withinsubjects variables (test site: remote, learning, or path; and alignment: aligned or contra-aligned).
Results and Discussion
The body posture manipulation produced no main or interaction effects on pointing error or latency, and therefore, the data are collapsed over this variable in Figure 6 and Table 2 . For pointing error, there was a significant effect of alignment, F(l, 30) = 10.37, p < .03, MSE = 5,743.77, which was qualified by a significant alignment by test-site interaction, F(2, 60) = 3.65,/? < .03, MSE = 2,194.30. Post hoc tests of the simple effects of alignment at each test-site condition indicated there was no effect of alignment in the path-site condition, t(30) < 1.00; however, there was an effect of alignment in both the learning-site condition, f(30) = 3.76, p < .001, and the remote-site condition, Any pointing latency over 20 s (0.9% of the total) was recoded for analysis as 20 s. Mean latencies were positively correlated with pointing error (r -.75), indicating that participants did not trade speed for accuracy. There was a main effect of alignment, F(l, 25) = 9.26, p < .005, MSE = 7.43, and a marginally significant interaction between test site and alignment, F(2, 50) = 2.56, p = .088, MSE = 4.28. Participants made pointing responses more slowly on contraaligned trials (Af = 4.63 s) than on aligned trials (M = 3.33 s), and the interaction suggests that this effect was only reliable when people were tested at the learning site. There were no other main or interaction effects.
The results show that regardless of whether the body was in a sitting or a standing posture, if the vertical angle of gaze did not deviate too far from eye level or horizontal when encoding a spatial array, no alignment effects were found when the person was tested on the array, but alignment effects were found when the person was tested at both the learning site and the remote site. The reliable 14° alignment effect in the remote-site condition suggests that an orientationspecific representation of place is formed from a single view of the test space, thus supporting a multiple-view model of orientation invariance.
The significant 27° alignment effect in the learning-site condition and the absence of a reliable effect in the path-site condition replicated Rieser's (1989) and Presson et al.'s (1989) findings, respectively. As alluded to in the introduction, there are both process and structure explanations for the lack of an alignment effect in the path-site condition that are consistent with a multiple-view model of orientation invariance. A process explanation is that self-to-object updating occurred during transport from the learning site to the test site, and pointing responses were controlled at a sensorimotor level rather than at a representational level. A structure explanation is that self-to-object updating early in transport produced multiple virtual views of the space, which together were sufficient to produce a representation that functioned as if it were orientation invariant. Both explanations rely on the assumption that self-to-object updating occurs during transport to the test site.
The alignment effect in the learning-site condition is most likely attributable to retrieval from an orientation-specific representation of place formed from a single view of the test space. As a consequence, the finding does not speak to the issue of whether perceptual orientation fixes the orientation of an orientation-free representation of a test space. However, the larger alignment effect for both pointing error and latency in the learning-site condition than in the remote-site condition is suggestive. When perceptually oriented to the test space, response latencies took about 2 s longer in the contra-aligned condition than in the aligned condition; whereas, there was no reliable effect of pointing latency in the remote-site condition when people were not oriented with respect to the test space. Similarly, in the case of pointing error, the alignment effect size was larger by about a factor of two in the learning-site condition than in the remote-site condition. Together these results suggest that the construction of a representation of the test space from a new vantage point is more difficult when people are perceptually oriented to the test environment than when they are not. We conducted Experiment 5 to test the generalizability of orientation-specific coding of place with a more naturalistic setting and a different procedure. In this experiment, participants learned the layout of a configuration of objects arranged around the walls of a small room from either one of two viewpoints-Learning-Site A or B in Figure 7 . Participants knowledge of the spatial layout of the room was tested by using a point-to-unseen-targets task administered in a location remote from the test space. In the pointing task, people imagined themselves at either Test-Site A or B (see Figure 7 ), and they pointed toward the target objects as they imagined them to be from the test site, which was either aligned or contra-aligned with their viewpoint at learning. In this procedure, the retention interval between learning and test was lengthened and filled with an intervening task, which helped to ensure that retrieval was from long-term memory.
Method
Participants. Twenty-four Boston College (12 male and 12 female) undergraduates drawn from the same participant pool as the previous experiments took part in this experiment.
Apparatus and materials. The spatial array consisted of 12 objects (including the door to the room) arranged within a 16 !/ 4 ft X 13ft (4.95 m X 3.96 m) room as shown in Figure 7 . Participants knowledge of the spatial layout of the room was tested by using a point-to-unseen-targets task controlled on-line by an Apple He computer with a Z-80 microprocessor. The software routines for measuring pointing angles and latencies were similar to those described in Experiment 1.
Procedure. We met the participant outside the room where the participant was blindfolded, seated in a wheelchair, and instructed about the learning phase of the experiment. The participant was then wheeled through the door, either forward along a straight-line trajectory to Learning-Site A or backward to Learning-Site B. Care was taken that the participant experienced the room from only a single orientation, by wheeling participants out of the room along the same trajectory but in the reverse direction.
The learning phase of the experiment consisted of at least two study-test trials. On each study-test trial, there was a 1-min study interval during which the blindfold was removed, and the participant memorized the location of the objects so that he or she could point to them accurately from his or her seated position in the wheelchair. After 1 min, the blindfold was replaced, and a large 360° protractor affixed to a tray was placed over the participant's lap and was supported by the arms of the wheelchair. A pointer that moved freely about its axis was mounted at the center of the protractor. At test, each of the 12 objects was named by the experimenter in a randomly determined order, and the participant moved the pointer, which was always reset in the straight-ahead position, in the direction he or she imagined the object to be. If on the second study-test trial, the participant erred by more than 20°o n any of the 12 objects, the study-test trial was repeated. Of the 24 participants, 18 reached criterion learning by Trial 2, and 6 reached it by Trial 3.
After having been wheeled out of the test space, participants removed their blindfolds and walked with the experimenter to another room in the building where their memory was tested with a point-to-unseen-landmarks task. In this task, the participants imagined the test space through the eyes of either Wiley Coyote (a 4-ft [1.22-m] tall Wiley Coyote doll was the object located at Test-Site A) or Clint Eastwood (a life-size poster of Clint Eastwood was the object located at Test-Site B). Imagined test site was manipulated within subjects, with the test-site order counterbalanced within each learning-site condition. For participants in the Learning-Site A condition, Test-Site A was aligned and Test-Site B was contraaligned with the orientation at learning. For those in the LearningSite B condition, the reverse was true. The same eight target objects (computer, bookshelf, lamp, poster, swivel chair, stool, table, trash can) were presented in each test-site condition but in a different random order. Unannounced to participants, the first 2 trials in each block of 10 trials were practice trials. The target objects in the practice trials were the rug and the door.
Participants made their pointing responses with a joystick connected to an Apple He microcomputer. On each trial, the participant centered the joystick within its coordinate system by moving a cursor into a bull's-eye in the center of the screen, A beep from the computer signaled that the joystick was centered. The participant then initiated a trial by pressing a controller button at the base of the joystick with the nonpreferred hand. The name of an object appeared at the center of the screen, and the participant moved the joystick in the direction of the object with his or her preferred hand. The computer recorded both the pointing latency from the onset of the target name to the offset of the pointing response (the joystick moved through a radius of 120 units from the origin of its coordinate system) and the angle of the response. Pointing errors were computed by calculating the absolute difference between the actual and the imagined direction of the target object.
The design was mixed with three between-subjects variables (sex: male or female; learning site: Aor B; test order: Test-Site A-B or Test-Site B-A) and one within-subjects variable (alignment: aligned or contra-aligned).
Results and Discussion
There was a main effect of alignment on pointing latencies, F(l, 16) = 10.46, p = .005, MSE = 0.49, and on errors, F(l, 16) = 7.86, p = .01, MSE = 1,006.47. Mean pointing latency in aligned trials was 2.97 s, compared with 3.61 s in the contra-aligned trials. Mean pointing error was 28.2° in aligned trials and 53.9° in contra-aligned trials. The only other significant effect was of learning site on pointing latency, F(l, 16) = 5.81, p = .028, MSE = 3.83. For unknown reasons, people who studied the spatial layout of the room from Learning-Site A (M = 2.60 s) pointed to targets faster than did those who learned it from LearningSite B (M = 3.96 s).
Because the actual direction of targets from Test-Site A (B) was similar to their direction from Learning-Site A (B), an alternative explanation for the observed alignment effect is that participants were simply more practiced at making orienting responses from one side of the room than from the other. To test this possibility, we isolated and analyzed pointing responses to two target objects that were in the mirror-image direction from Learning-Site A (B) to Test-Site A (B), the chair and the trash can, and hence would not be subject to practice effects. For these two target objects, pointing latency, F(l, 22) = 3.74, p = .066, MSE = 2.73, and error, F( 1,22) = 4.46,/?= .046, MSE = 1,149.10, were significantly greater on contra-aligned trials (Ms = 4.30 s and 54.5°) than on aligned trials (Ms = 3.38 s and 33.8°), thus suggesting that alignment and not practice was the variable responsible for the effect.
The accuracy results of Experiment 5 replicated those observed in the remote-site condition of Experiment 4. In Experiment 5, we also observed an alignment effect for latencies. Together, Experiments 4 and 5 showed orientationspecific encoding for configurations of (a) points spanning an area of around 144 ft 2 (13.69 m 2 ) and (b) objects spanning an area of slightly over 200 ft 2 (19.60 m 2 ). The reliable alignment effects observed in the remote-site conditions of Experiments 4 and 5 suggest that the failure of the small (10°) effect found in Experiment 3 to reach statistical significance may be attributable to either a lack of statistical power or random fluctuations accentuated by the small sample size.
General Discussion
Two major findings are reported in this study. First, contrary to previous claims that a single view of a large path is sufficient to produce an orientation-free representation of place (Presson et al., 1989; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) , Experiments 1 to 3 suggest that a large spatial array is necessary but not sufficient to produce orientation-free performance. In addition to a large spatial array, the following conditions were required for orientation-free performance: (a) a vertical angle of gaze "close" to eye level during encoding and (b) testing on the path. For large arrays, if either of these two conditions were not satisfied, alignment effects were found at test. A second major finding, which follows from the first and is illustrated in Experiments 4 and 5, is that the same encoding conditions that produce orientation-free performance with on-path testing-a large spatial array and a horizontal viewing angle-produce orientation-specific performance when testing occurs at a remote site. This latter finding suggests that orientationspecific representations of place are formed from a single view of a space. Accordingly, the failure to find alignment effects with on-path testing is most likely attributable to processing that occurred after study, during transport to the test site. The orientation specificity of place representations and the variable(s) that might contribute to orientation-free performance with on-path testing are discussed in turn.
Orientation-Specificity in Visual Long-Term Memory
The formation of representations of place that code the interrelations among objects in the same orientation in which they are viewed is consistent with evidence suggesting that the visual system codes bounded spatial arrays as they appear from the viewpoint of the observer. Viewpointspecific visual memory codes have been demonstrated both for pictures of objects rendered in three dimensions (e.g., Edelman & Bulthoff, 1992; Srinivas, 1993 Srinivas, , 1995 Tarr, 1995) and for two-dimensional pictures of scenes (Frederickson & Bartlett, 1987) . For objects, viewpoint specificity in memory representations has been demonstrated by comparing performance at test, when the test view of an object differs from the studied view by a rotation in depth, to cases when the test view is identical to the studied view of the object. A performance cost associated with a change in viewpoint has been demonstrated in tests of explicit (Srinivas, 1995) and implicit (Srinivas, 1995; Tan, 1995) memory. Frederickson and BartLett (1987) have demonstrated viewpoint specificity in explicit memory for pictures by comparing the accuracy of viewer-centered recognition judgments with environment-centered recognition judgments. People were fairly accurate in recognizing the egocentric lateral orientation of a picture (e.g., in a picture, the tree was on the left, and the mountains were on the right) but performed at chance when forced to make judgments based exclusively on a picture's orientation relative to proximate cues in the environment (e.g., the tree in a picture was near the door of the room, and the mountains in the picture were near the window of the room). Moreover, environment-centered recognition judgments did not improve when participants were given instructions designed to facilitate environmentcentered coding, suggesting that the visual mechanisms that code the lateral orientation of pictures are cognitively impenetrable, perhaps because they are hardwired into the visual system.
Although the coding of place information is similar to the coding of visuospatial information about bounded surfaces in that spatial relations are coded as they appear from the perspective of the viewer, orientation specificity is a more general property of visual representations than is viewpoint specificity. In principle, a single orientation-specific representation generalizes to multiple viewpoints, as long as each viewpoint preserves the body's orientation at study. Although the present findings suggest orientation specificity in visual memory for place, they do not address whether place representations are also viewpoint specific. To date, the viewpoint specificity of place representations has not been tested behaviorally.
We use the test space in Experiment 5 (see Figure 7 ) to illustrate the distinction between orientation-specific and view point-specific representations. If a place representation encoded from Learning-Site A is both viewpoint and orientation specific, then retrieval from Learning-Site A should be better than retrieval from Test-Site A, which in turn should be better than retrieval from Test-Site B. If the place representation is orientation specific but not viewpoint specific, then retrieval from Learning-Site A should be equivalent to retrieval from Test-Site A, and both should be better than retrieval from Learning-Site B. In addition to differentiating viewpoint specificity from orientation specificity, another issue that needs further study is whether multiple orientation-specific representations of a place combine to form a single orientation-invariant place representation, as suggested by physiological studies of place cells in rat hippocampus (e.g., Muller et al., 1991) and proposed by the model of spatial retrieval in the introduction, or whether multiple orientation-specific representations are stored, which together function to support orientation-free performance, as suggested by McNamara and colleagues (Roskos-Ewoldsen et al., in press; Shelton & McNamara, 1997) .
Self-to-Object Updating in On-Path Testing
The surprising finding that the viewing angle produced by body posture affected whether alignment effects occurred in the on-path condition extends and qualifies Presson et al.'s (1989) findings regarding the role of path size. Whereas, Presson previously reported that the presence of alignment effects is related to the size of the path, the present study shows that viewing angle when encoding the path is an important determinant of whether alignment effects are observed at test. In Experiments 3 and 4, there were no alignment effects when large paths were viewed from the horizontal perspective produced by sitting; whereas in Experiment 2, there was an alignment effect when the same paths were viewed from the vertical perspective produced by standing. Moreover, the finding of no alignment effect in Experiment 4 when people stood and viewed an elevated array from a horizontal perspective is supportive of the idea that vertical viewing angle, and not body posture, is an important determinant of orientation-free performance with on-path testing.
However, a horizontal viewing angle cannot fully account for the absence of alignment effects with on-path testing because strong alignment effects are found for maps displayed at eye level in the viewer's frontal plane (Levine et al., 1982; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984) . Together the existing findings suggest that the apparent separation in depth of the points composing the array, rather than vertical viewing angle per se, may be the underlying variable contributing to the orientation specificity of performance with on-path testing. The elements composing an array printed on a piece of paper and viewed at eye level in the frontal plane of the viewer are all equally distant from the observer and have no separation in depth. If, as a result of ocular cues such as the resting vergence of the eyes (e.g., Heuer & Owens, 1989; Hofsten, 1976) or visual cues such as the extent of juxtaposition of array elements along the line of sight, the elements of an array viewed from a sitting position are separated by greater apparent depth than the elements of the same array viewed from a standing position, then apparent depth is a likely mediating variable for the orientation specificity of performance.
A configuration of elements separated by a criterion amount of apparent depth affords exploration and navigation and may trigger automatic self-to-object updating as the body moves with respect to the array. As mentioned earlier, self-to-object updating during passive transport from the learning site to the test site could have one of two end results, depending on how long the self-to-object mechanism is engaged. If the self-to-object mechanism is engaged during the entire trajectory, which earlier research suggests is unlikely for complex trajectories (Sholl, 1989) , then orienting responses could be based on updated self-to-object relations at the sensorimotor level, without retrieval from an object-to-object representation at the representational level. If the self-to-object mechanism is engaged during the early, but not the later, parts of the trajectory, then the multiple virtual views experienced from different orientations during early transit may produce either an orientation-free object-toobject representation or multiple orientation-specific representations that function collectively as if they were orientation free.
Conclusions
When a person is not oriented to the test space while retrieving spatial information, as was the case in the remote-site testing condition in this study, there is evidence that a single view of the test space produces an orientation-specific representation of place, thereby supporting a multiple-view model of orientation invariance. Previous reports of orientation-free performance following a single view of the test space appear to have been Limited to instances when the test space was encoded from a horizontal perspective and testing took place on the path. We have suggested that a room-sized path viewed from a horizontal perspective appears to have sufficient depth to afford navigation and exploration, in contrast to a path of the same size viewed from a vertical perspective. Moreover, it is our contention that the former condition will trigger automatically some degree of self-to-object updating during transport from the learning site to the test site on the path, thereby contributing to orientation-free performance.
